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Finally, after being postponed due to COVID-19 last year, the Olympics are back!

The Olympics begin July 23 of this year, though they are technically still called the 2020 games. Get into the Olympic spirit by looking back
on famous athletes with our trivia and reminiscing questions.

Trivia:

In the first Olympic games, what did the athletes wear? Nothing! They competed nude!

What Olympic event was the only one to feature competitors who were a mother and daughter? Golf! In 1900, US golfer Margaret
Abbott took gold while her mother Mary finished seventh.)

Interesting fact: In 1936, two Japanese pole vaulters tied for second place. They refused to participate in a tiebreaker instead cutting
their medals in half to fuse half silver, half bronze medals.

Interesting fact: The record for the longest name of an Olympic champion belongs to a weightlifter from Thailand. Her name?
Prapawadee Jaroenrattanatarakoon! She won gold in 2008, but her name was too long to fit on the scoreboard, which listed her
simply as “J”.

What American holds the title for most Olympic medals won during their career? Swimmer Michael Phelps, who won 28 total
medals.

What sport did Cassius Clay win a gold medal for in 1960, and what did he change his name to a few years later? Boxing, and he
changed his name to Muhammad Ali.

Until someone runs faster, who is the fastest person in the world? Jamaica’s Usain Bolt

Reminiscing Time:

Who did you watch the Olympic games with?

Who were your favorite Olympic athletes to watch?

Tell me about your favorite Olympic sports to watch.

Did you ever dream about going to the Olympics? What sport would you have played there?

Did you ever know someone who competed in the Olympics? Tell me about that.
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